Beginning - Waking Up
Nina: - Ew, what were you dreaming of, you perv?
●
●

About you, of course! *wink (Friendship + 1)
It's nothing like that! (Friendship + 3)

Go to your room and get the diary on the table near your bed, this will give you access to the
menu.
Now you can grab the apple's basket on the kitchen's table to get A
 pple (x 5). They will be
more useful later on, so try not to use them now.
Quest 1 - Find The Missing Chickens
Time to know the villagers a little! I see some people having trouble with this quest, but if you
pay attention on what people are saying, they give you pretty obvious tips on where to find
the chickens - you can also hear them when you're close!

Red circles points the location of the chickens and the blue ones points all characters you
have to talk, inside and outside the houses - 3 of them are constantly walking, so they won't
be in this exact location, but they'll be near, probably.
*  To get the chicken inside the house, talk to Heather and then to her mother.

You can find only 4 chickens.  After you talk to everyone and find all four chickens, go back
to the village map (if you aren't there yet) and your character will give up and say he have to
go talk to his father,so go talk to him.
Nina's House:
Inside Nina's house, during the chickens quest, you can gain some friendship points with her
father and grandmother.  Having high friendship levels with them will help you gain extra
love points with Nina later on. You'll also want to be good friends with Nina's grandmother,
she will be useful in the future.
Nina's Father: - Huh? No, I didn't see any chicken, sorry Alex! Hey, so what do you think
about Nina's boyfriend?
●
●
●

I don't know him very well... (Neutral)
I don't like him. (Friendship + 10)
He's alright, I guess. (Friendship - 5)

Nina's Grandmother: - Aren't you that boy who used to play with Nina all the time when you
were kids? Why aren't you her boyfriend?
●
●
●

She's in love with somebody else.  (Neutral) (You'll hear nana's most bizarre love
story though!)
We don't like each other in that way.  (Friendship - 10)
Maybe someday I will!  (Friendship + 10)
Quest 2 - Get Some Water

Before going to Sam's house, follow the two guys that just passed by you running and talk to
one of them.

Tips
Marcus loves to peep on people having sex, and will constantly call you to join him as you
improve your friendship with him. If that's your thing, you'll want to join him now and watch
Amanda and Toby - this will allow you to learn the Stealthiness Trait from him early on.
If you choose not to follow him, you should go for the Honor's route - keep your Alignment
positive to call Mia's attention and get some scenes with her.

After this scene, go to Sam’s house and he will join you. Go to the village’s well (right exit).
To fill the bucket with water, open the Item Menu, select the bucket and choose the option
“Hold”. With the bucket being holded, interact with the well to fill it. After that, go back to your
father to finish this quest.
Quest 3 - Find Sam's Luck Charm
Just go back to the well and watch all the scenes.
Forest
Just avoid the monsters and try to get to the cave before you get hit by the lightning - if that
happens you’ll not get the extra 5 Friendship Points with Nina in the Cave Part 2 scene.
Scene - Cave
Here you can gain some Friendship points with Nina or, in case you’re going for the
corrupted route, you can sacrifice some points with Nina and raise your Corruption.
Nina: - Aah! Don't look at me!
● You should take off your wet clothes or you will get a cold…
                  Nina: - What the fuck?! I won't get naked here, you idiot!
● That's not what I'm saying!
                              Nina: - Hey, stop looking!
○ Don't be stupid, I'm not trying to see you naked!  ( Friendship + 5)
○ Sorry, it's just that you're looking so beautiful! (Neutral)
●
●

Well, it WOULD make you feel less cold!  (Friendship - 5)  (Corruption + 5)

I'm going to search some wood out there to make us a fire. (Friendship + 3)
Scene - Cave Part 2 (After Quest Sticks and Stones)

●
●

Take a quick look (Corruption + 10)
Keep eyes closed (Honor + 10)

Nina: - This is so embarrassing... You can't see me like this!
●

Don't worry so much, we are friends after all!
(She’ll let you open your eyes if your Friendship is 55+ (you start with 50
Friendship Points with Nina)

●

Well, I'm feeling a bit tired, anyway. (Nothing Happens)

If you’re not hit by the lightning in the forest you will get + 5 Friendship Points.
Quest 4 - Father needs a medic!
1. Talk to the village’s elder in front of his house.
2. Inside your house, Mia is checking on your father. If you have at least 10 points of
Honor (you can get them by not spying on Nina at Scene - Cave Part 2) you’ll get
some extra conversation and +10 Friendship Points with Mia.

Day 1
Pick up all the wood in the floor of your farm and get your tools in the chest. Try not to waste
too much energy now cleaning your farm, only remove what’s necessary to open some
space for your crops.
➢ Talk to your father to get the Recipe: Fence
➢ Talk to every girl to get your daily friendship points with them.
➢ Flirt with the girl of your choice. I recommend you start flirting with E
 lise first, as you
can start a sexual relationship with her way earlier and you won’t lose points with the
other girls, nor lose those points when you start flirting with other woman.
➢ Heather will give you a new optional quest: Fence Repair - after completing this
quest, don’t accept Heather money to get (Friendship + 10) points.
➢ Talk to Darius (Trevor’s father) and he will ask you to get him some Rum.
➢ Talk to Nina’s Father and he will thank you for protecting his daughter.
○ I need some money.(+ 30G) (New Quest: Report to Nina's Father)
○ Don’t worry! (Honor + 10)
➢ Talk to Sam’s mother so she will give you a Special Bread in Day 2.
➢ You should buy some Seeds at Laura’s Shop and plant them in your farm - at least
one crop so you can start buying alcohol from the PUB later on.
➢  Get two new quests from the village elder Silas - Cleaning the Village and Take care
of Redd (talk to him twice and choose the “Quest” option).
Quest: Take Care Of Redd
This is an optional quest. You must give some kind of food and a medicine to your father
everyday for a week. You also must have your h
 ouse fixed by Darius by Day 4 at most.
You can craft the medicine by collecting Green Herb and Bitter Roots at the Forest.
Failing this quest will result in your father’s death.
➢ Talk to Aaron at the village’s entrance and you’ll get a new quest - H
 unter Training.
➢ Exit t he village and enter the forest with Aaron. Collect some Green Herbs and Bitter
Roots to make you father’s Medicine.
➢ Follow the right path in the Forest to get to the Mine. Talk to Derek to get the P
 ickaxe
Tool.
➢ Enter the Mine and find the chest to get a Rum. There is also a small chance (10% +
20% for each Exploring Level) to find a Treasure chest with 350G.
➢ Go to the Lake for a chance to find some Apples and Tulips.
➢ Give the Rum to Darius to get the Hammer Tool. You can now sell Fences to him for
20G each.
➢ Give some food and medicine to your father and go sleep.

Day 2

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Selena’s Scene
MC - (I can't believe this is happening... What should I do?)
● Go down on her (Corruption + 5) (Selena’s Influence + 10)
○ Try to continue things inside the wagon (Friendship + 5)
○ Stop
● Refuse
● Let’s go inside the wagon (Friendship + 5)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------After Selena’s scene you’ll be able to see her in the Relationships Menu.
➢ Talk to Heather and buy the Woolen Yarn from her. (Friendship + 4)
➢ Talk t o Elise to receive the quest Wood for Elise.
➢ Take a
  new quest from Sophie - Deliver Sophie's Letter
Quest: Deliver Sophie’s Letter
* Showing the letter to Marcus will lead to a new sex scene and a new relationship
path/event with Sophie.
➢ Deliver the letter to Toby without showing it to Marcus - Toby is next to the
abandoned house (Honor + 5)
➢ Hold the letter and talk to Marcus - he’s at the upper-right side of the Village
Marcus: - What is this? A letter from Sophie to Toby? That's perfect man! I bet
they're arranging another date! Let's open it, if I'm right we can watch them again,
he-he!
○ Good Idea! (Corruption + 5) (Friendship + 10)
○ I won’t do it.
Marcus: - Oh, come on! Let me do it then - I'll open it and I can tell you if
there is a meeting. Here, I'll pay you 50 Coins, how about that?
■ Fine! (Corruption + 5) (Friendship + 5) (+ 30G)
■ Maybe for more money… (Corruption + 10) (Friendship - 5)
● Ask for more than 150 (Friendship - 5)
Marcus: - That's too much, are you crazy? Here, 150 coins
is all I have!
○ Ok. (Corruption + 5)
○ No deal then!
● Ask for 150 or less (Corruption + 5)
■ This is wrong. No.
➢ Finish your daily activities and go to your bed. If you showed Sophie’s Letter to
Marcus, you will have the choice to Wait Until Night.
Day 2 - Night
➢ Go to the Abandoned House and talk to Marcus.
➢ Go t o the Well to encounter Nina’s grandmother:
Nina’s Grandmother: - So, are you going to help me or not?

Sure! (Friendship + 10)
Ok… (+ 80G)
No way! (Friendship - 10)
Nina’s Grandmother: - What? You'll let an old lady carry all this weight?
OK... Here, I'll pay you 100 coins! What do you say?
■ Now we are talking! (Corruption + 10) (+ 100G)
■ Sorry, I want no part in this. (Honor + 8)
➢  Go back and talk to Marcus again. After the scene is finished, go back to your house
and sleep.
○
○
○

Dream 1
Linda: - Anyway, answer me, what is that you want the most?
● To have sex (Physicality + 1)
● To be loved (Charisma + 1)
● To protect the people I love (Combat + 1)
● To be a great farmer (Farming + 1)

Day 3
➢ Talk to Mia. If you have a Honor Alignment (more Honor points than Corruption
points) Mia will offer to take care of your father. This will lead to a new relationship
path with her and a new scene at the end of Day 3.
➢ From now on you can buy Special Bread from Sam’s mother.
➢ Go to Vincent’s house before talking to Elder Silas. Knock on the closed door and
choose the option “Insist” to see a sex scene between Vincent and Roxy.
➢ Talk to elder Silas.
➢ Enter Vincent’s house and watch the scene.
➢ If you have at least 20 Friendship Points with Marcus, you can find him in the village
and learn the Stealthiness Trait.You must have a Corruption Alignment of at least 2
points and will need to spend at least 2 Time Points in this. To learn the skill
spending the less amount of Time Points, choose the following options:
1. Invisibility Technique?
2. Can you teach it to me?
3. I’m Ready!
4. Stay Still
5. Stand casually still
6. I’m just relaxing a bit
➢ Talk to Sam and tell him you need money. Nothing will happen for now.
➢ Go to the Well.
➢ If you are doing the Report to Nina's Father quest, talk to him after you hear about
the party to get 50G and a new quest: Awkward Conversation.
➢ If you learned the Stealthiness Trait, you can go to Amanda’s room and watch the
scene. (Corruption + 3)
➢ Go home after finishing everything else you have to do this day and talk to M
 ia (only
if she’s taking care of your father). If Mia is not in your house, go to bed and skip to
Day 4.
Mia Scene:
●
●

Wake her up (Friendship + 10) (will lead to Mia’s Relationship Path 1.A)
Uncover her breasts (Corruption + 15)
○ Touch her breasts (Corruption + 10) (Friendship = 0) (will lead to Mia’s
Relationship Path 1.B)
○ Stop (Friendship + 10) (will lead to Mia’s Relationship Path 1.A)

➢ Talk to your father and get the Mother’s Necklace from the chest in his room.

Day 4
➢ If Sophie caught you in Day 3 night scene (she always does), she will appear as
soon as you enter the village map.
Sophie: - Oh, look who I found! Had a lot of good dreams about my friends?
○ I don't know what you're talking about…
■ Shhh! Can you speak any louder?! New Quest: Sophie's Extortion
■ I don't remember this.
● Bring it on! (Friendship + 10) (New Relationship Path)
● Damn, you're right.New Quest: Sophie's Extortion
○ What do you want? (Friendship = 0) New Quest: Sophie's Extortion
○ Can we please don't talk about this?
■ Forget it, I won't do it (New Relationship Path)
■ I have no other option then… New Quest: Sophie's Extortion
Quest: Sophie’s Extortion
There are two ways of getting some booze for Sophie (three if you want to use the Rum
located in the Mine for this instead of getting the Hammer Tool from Darius) - you can buy
it or steal it.
Buy:
Fix your house, grow and harvest any kind of crop then go talk to the Pub’s owner while
holding the crop.
Steal (Corruption + 10):
● Talk to Evelyn’s father (the PUB owner) and choose “S
 teal”
● Talk to Sam and ask him for help. Choosing the “L
 ie” option will make you own a
favor to him later.
● Go back to the PUB and choose to steal the booze again.

➢ If you haven’t fixed your house by now and are trying to cure your father, this is the
last day you have to do it, otherwise your father won’t heal in time. You can pay 500G
to Darius or offer to help him seducing Mia or Heather in exchange for his service
(first select the “Hire” option and then hit “Cancel” and he will suggest you to present
one of your friends instead of paying for his services). You must have at least 20
Friendship Points (2 hearts) to be able to offer one of them. Keep in mind that
offering a girl will result in future scenes with Darius and the girl of your choice.
➢ Evelyn is trying to make her cat get off of a tree near the PUB, talk to her while
holding a Woolen Yarn to bring it down. (Friendship + 10)
➢ If you have the Mother’s Necklace, give it to Mia today to get her a new outfit (starting
on the next day), a new scene on Day 5 and ( Friendship + 10).

➢ If Mia is taking care of your father and isn’t mad at you (Mia’s Relationship Path 1.A)
talk to her at the elder’s house and she will go to your house again.
If she’s not, remember to feed and give your father some medicine.
➢ You can accept a new quest from Elder Silas: Responsible Partying.
➢ Finish all your daily activities.
➢ If you accepted the Responsible Partying quest, talk to Mia and she will join you, but
only if you have at least 2 hearts with her.
➢ Go to the party area (the area right before the Lake) and interact with the fire. You
can make it bigger by holding 50 Wood. Choose “Finish” when you’re ready to end
Day 4.
Party
Phase 1:
Nina: - Aren't we all? Anyway, what do you think? [(Friendship + 10) if you made a big fire,
otherwise  (Friendship - 5)]
● You look cute! (Friendship + 5)
● You look gorgeous! (Friendship + 8)
○ It's because I never saw you as a woman before. (Friendship + 5)
○ I'm sorry, I should tell you more often how pretty you are.
● You look weird.
● I prefer you wet. [ (Friendship + 5) if you have at least 6 hearts with Nina, otherwise
(Friendship - 5) ]
Talk to everyone and, once you’re ready, interact with the fire again to move to Phase 2.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mia
Mia: - Yeah, but I'm just glad I can help such a good man, even if it's just cleaning, cooking
and generally taking care of his house, it's really rewarding to see his work at close, and all
the changes he works to make the village a better place.
● He's really awesome! (Friendship + 3)
○ Vincent
■ Sometimes violence is needed. (Friendship - 5)
■ You're right. (Friendship + 2)
○ Me [(Friendship + 5) or (Friendship + 10) if you have the Honor Alignment
with at least 2 points.]
○ Mia (Friendship + 5)
● I hope I can be more like him someday… [(Friendship + 5) or (Friendship + 10) if
you have the Honor Alignment with at least 2 points.]
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nina
(Only if you brought Mia to the party)
Nina: - Did you brought Mia here as your date?? That is... you should spend all your time
with her then!

●
●
●

She's just a friend. (Friendship + 5)
You are right! (Unlocks additional scene with Nina in the future)
I have other things to do. (Friendship - 5)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Brooke
(If you are holding a bottle of rum)
Brooke: - Hey, you have some rum? Nice! I didn't expect this from you, farmer boy!
● Let's get wasted! (Friendship + 5)
○ I know I can!
○ I never drank rum before… (Friendship + 5)
● You can have it. (Friendship + 5) (Unlocks additional event in the future)
● It's not for you...
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Amanda
(If Physicality >= 2)
Amanda: -  Hm, you look different, I'm not sure why…
● Different better, or different worse?
● It must be all the money I'm making!
○ (Show your money)
■ (If money >= 1000) (Friendship + 5)
Amanda: - Hm, it's not that much, but I'm surprised you can actually
make some real money! How about you buy me something really nice
and expensive?
● Sure, I'll get you something! New Quest: Amanda’s Gift
● And what would I get in return?
○ How about a kiss? New Quest: Amanda’s Gift (+kiss
option)
○ How about a date? (Friendship - 5)
○ Your love!
○ Nothing, I guess… New Quest: Amanda’s Gift
■ (If money >= 500) (Friendship - 5)
■ (If money < 500) (Friendship - 10)
○ I don't carry much, I like to spend it. (Friendship + 5) (Only if you have at
least 1 heart with her)
■ Sure, I'll get you something! New Quest: Amanda’s Gift
■ And what would I get in return?
● How about a kiss? New Quest: Amanda’s Gift (+kiss option)
● How about a date? (Friendship - 5)
● Your love!
● Nothing, I guess… New Quest: Amanda’s Gift
○ I don't walk around carrying all my money!
● You look as beautiful as always. (Friendship + 5)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Heather
(If you have at least 1 heart with her)
Heather has been talking about me? Tell me more!
(Only if you have Physicality 2)
○ Soon, I hope!
■ He-he, sorry! (Friendship + 5)
■ Oh no, I really meant it. (Friendship + 10)
● I'm joking! (Friendship + 2)
● Well, maybe someday you will! (True Love Route)
○ What? We are just friends. (Friendship + 10)
○ Who knows? (Friendship + 10)
○ I'd look good with any of you! (Heather’s Friends Route)
● Only good things, I hope. [(Friendship + 5) or (Friendship + 10) if you have
Charisma 2]
○ (Only if you have Physicality 2)
■ Soon, I hope!
● He-he, sorry! (Friendship + 5)
● Oh no, I really meant it. (Friendship + 10)
○ I'm joking! (Friendship + 2)
○ Well, maybe someday you will! (True Love Route)
■ What? We are just friends. (Friendship + 10)
■ Who knows? (Friendship + 10)
■ I'd look good with any of you! (Heather’s Friends Route)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phase 2:
Evelyn
(If you make a big fire she will come talk to you as soon as your start phase 2)
Evelyn: - That's a pretty nice fire you got there, good job! It's so beautiful…
● Thanks!
● Thank you! Not as beautiful as you though! (Friendship - 5)
●

Evelyn: - So, are you enjoying the party? Are you drunk already? He-he.
● Not yet, but soon!
● I don't drink alcohol. (Friendship + 10) or (Friendship + 15) if Charisma >= 3
○ I don't like the taste.
○ I like being in control of myself. (Friendship + 5) or (Friendship + 10) if
Physicality >= 2
■ Bye!
■ (Kiss her in the cheek) (Friendship - 5)
○ Same as you: I don't want to act stupid. (Friendship + 5)
● Not today. (Friendship + 3) or (Friendship + 5) if Charisma >= 3 or Physicality >= 2
○ Bye!
○ (Kiss her in the cheek) (Friendship - 5)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mia
(If she’s in the party)
Mia - Yes, this was fun, but it's already late so I'm going home now.
● Go with her (this will end the party event)
● Bye! (Start Mia+Sam Route)*
* You won’t get any sex scenes only by choosing this option, but you will set things in motion
(can be aborted later)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Brooke
(If you gave her rum and chose the “Let’s get wasted!” option)
Brooke: - Anyway, where did you got this rum? This is expensive stuff right here!
● We stole it (Friendship + 10)
● I bought it (Friendship + 5)
● I found it
Brooke: - Ha, very funny! I'll kill that little brain of yours with more alcohol!
● "Bring it on!"
○ (Friendship - 5) - if you chose “I know I can!” option on Phase 1 while talking
to her and Sam is with you.
○ (New Event: Stolen Wallet) - if Sam went home and you chose “I never
drank rum before…”  option on Phase 1 while talking to her.
○ (Friendship - 10) - only if you chose “I know I can!” option on Phase 1 while
talking to her and Sam went home.
● Stop Drinking (Friendship + 5) if you chose “I never drank rum before…”  option on
Phase 1 while talking to her or (Friendship + 3) if you chose “I know I can!” option.
(If you gave her rum and chose the “You can have it.” option you’ll get ( Friendship + 3).)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Heather
(only if you talked on her on Phase 1 with at least 1 Friendship Level)
Alma: - Oh, really? What do you think, Player?
● Drink more
● Go home (Friendship + 5)(Keep on Heather’s Friends Route)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Laura
Laura: - Hey, Player, are you looking for Nina? She's right there talking with Trevor.
● OK, Thanks!
● I want to talk to you.
○ Fight  *(If Combat >= 1) [Ends Party event, Hanging with Laura Route]
          * (If Combat < 1) [(Friendship + 5), Embarrassed Laura Route]
○ Call for help (Embarrassed Laura Route)(Friendship = 0)

In case you already talked to everyone and didn’t go home yet, you can end the party event
by leaving the area.

Day 5
➢ Go to Elder Silas house, he will be in the outside with Mia and Roxie. Talk to them to
receive a new quest Main Quest: Elise Is Looking For You
➢ Go to Elise’s house and talk to her. Main Quest: Elise's Garden
Quests: 1.Elise Is Looking for You & 2.Elise’s Garden
1.(If you have completed the Wood for Elise quest)
Elise: - Oh, Player, you are so nice to me! I feel bad asking you so many favors, like I’m
abusing your goodwill! You must be pretty busy with your own stuff already…
● It’s OK, I like helping you!
○ Well, I’d like something else too! (won’t start Elise Sex Route in the next
quest)
○ That sucks, but it’s understandable...(Friendship + 15)
● I expect some kind of compensation…
○ Sounds good!(Friendship -10)(+ 100G)
○ I was just kidding!
○ I meant something more... erotic! (won’t start Elise Sex Route in the next
quest)
○ How about a date? (Picnic with Elise Route)
2. Go to the Lake after talking to Elise (Use the Village’s south exit, then go west to get to
the place the party happened and west again, on the higher corner of that map). Interact
with the shiny place near the lake to collect the Tulips.
Now go to south (where there used to be a girl blocking the path) to reach a new area.
Follow the path to the shiny spot near the lake again to get the Garlics.
Mermaid: - Judging by that volume you got down there, I guess I could give you a nice
“massage”. Why don’t you come here and swim with me?
● Sounds fun to me! (Sex scene + Mermaid Promise Route)
● I prefer to get some answers. (Mermaid Secrets Route)
Use the Tulips and Garlics to craft Elise’s Request 1.  Go back to Elise’s house and talk to
her while holding the item you crafted, choose the “Quest” option.
Elise: - You are... quite big. Are you like this just from looking at me?
● Yes (Sex Scene if Friendship Level >= 2 and if Elise Sex Route wasn’t stopped in
the previous quest)
● No
You will get (Friendship + 5) and (Honor + 8) after completing the quest regardless of
your choices.

➢ If you haven’t started giving Heather some money, now is a good time to do it as it’s
necessary to get the first sex scene with her.
Donating Money to Heather
After you buy the Woolen Yarn from her, she will start accepting donations from you. You’ll
unlock different events by reaching some milestones:
500G:
Heather: - You're helping me a lot, \N[1]! Is there anything I can do to thank you?
● You don't need to thank me!(Friendship + 10)
● Hm... How about you owe me a favor?(Fake Girlfriend Route)
1000G:
Heather: - All this money money you gave me... it's a lot, \Player! I don't know how to
thank you...
● Show me your tits! (Blackmailing Heather Route) (Corruption + 10)
● I'm doing this because you are my friend! (Friendship + 10)
*More events will be added in the future!

➢ If you gave Mother’s Necklace to Mia on Day 4, talk to her then go to your house.
○ Help Mia
○ Watch
■ I just got here.
■ I saw everything.
● You did a nice thing for him. (Friendship + 10) and starts
Mia’s corruption story.
● You're a pervert!
○ "I didn't meant it as a bad thing." (starts Mia’s
corruption story)
○ (Blackmail) (Corruption + 10) (Friendship = 0) (will
lead to Mia’s Relationship Path 1.B)
➢ After finishing everything you want to do on this day, go to your house and talk to
your Father (talk to Mia first if she’s there).
Player: - I can see how hard he’s trying to hide his pain. Father…
○ Ask Elise to visit(1)
○ Call your ‘girlfriend’ for a visit(2) (only available if Heather owes you a favor
from the Donating Money event)

➢ Leave your house and go to the Well. Talk to Nina there.
Nina: - You’re a good friend, Player. Thanks!
○ Talk About Trevor (Necessary to complete the Awkward Conversation quest)
■ Maybe in another life…(Friends with Trevor Route)***
■ He’s a douche.
○ Hug Her
(If Friendship Level is Maxed you’ll get some extra conversation here, and if on top of
that you told her you were on a date with Mia on the Party you’ll see an e
 xtra CG)
Nina: - You prefer girls with big boobs, right? Like Mia! Mine are too small!
○ Your body is perfect.
○ You bet I do! (Friendship - 5)
It doesn’t matter if you choose to kiss her or not, Trevor will show up and interrupt you
anyway.
➢ Go to Sam’s house and knock on his door.
➢ Go t o Elise’s house(1) or Heather’s house(2) depending of your choice when
talking to your father.
➢ (1) Go to your house after talking to Elise and go sleep.
➢ (2) Go to your house with Heather and talk to your Father.
○ Cum on her thighs (Casual Route)
○ Grab her tits (True Love Route)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Current version ends on the beginning of Day 6.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

